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hospitals. Of additional concern is the influence upon thes costs of 
the pr sence of a school of nursing. From the forty assa.chusetts hos-
pitals included in this tudy, answers will be sought to the following 
questions: 
1. tlhat staffing patt•rns exist in these hospitals? 
a. Is there any apparent substitution of one personnel group 
for another? 
b. Do any personnel groups appear to be dependent upon each 
o·ther? 
o. Are there any independent personnel categories which appear 
to be unrelated numerically to other personnel groups? 
d. Knowing the number of personnel in one category, can arq 
reliable prediction be made or the number which will be 
required in another category? 
e. 'What relationships appear to exist between nursing students 
and other nursing personnel? Are students substituted for 
any personnel group 1 
2. What effect does staffing appear to have on nursing service 
eests? 
a. Are there any economies of scale indicated? 
b. Is there any dif'ference 1n the cost of nursing service in 
those hospitals with schools of nursing nd those without 
schools of nursing? Does the presence of nursing students 
appear to be a significant factor influencing th cost of 
nursing service? 
Justification of Probl 
-
If the personnel factors which have the greatest effect upon 
nursing service cost can be isolated, administrators of both hospitals 
and nursing service departments will be better able to identify those 
ar as where control will be t effective in reducing costs. Esta.b-
lished statistical tools will be used in an attempt to isolate these 
factors. If meaningful results can be obtained, the methodology pro-
posed for this study should be of value to nursil'lg service administra .. 
tor in hospitals and may be adapted for use in other areas of nursing, 
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is then publi hed in Sta.te Approved Schools .2! Pro,fessione.l , rsi!l$• 4 
These published data l."e s as a source of info tion about nursing 
student in soh ol of nursing in :assaohusetts. 
'I'hu:r, this study utilized the oxtensiv pool or information that 
s readi]¥ v ilable concerning nursing personnel in ssa.chusetts 
hospitals in 1959. Until this information was mor thoroughly analyzed, 
it appeared umds to seek new data. 
Since the research plan involved relating into tion from the 
different sources just cited, only those hospitals tor which data were 
available fro all these sources could be studied. For y of th -
seventy-two Massachusetw community hospitals in the Hospital Cost 
Study Pl t these o:riteria.. 'l.'he forty hospitals, as well as th over-
all group of seventy-t • were classified by th America~ Hospital 
Assoc,.ation as accredited genex-al non-profit coDIJflllnity ho pitals. with 
an average pati nt ta:r ot under thirty ys, a.nd without ed1cal school 
aftUiation. Twenty ... one of these forty ho pitals operated schools of 
nursing. Twelve of the schools of nursing were coredited. by the 
tiona.l gne for rsing. the remaining nine were without acoredi-
tation in 1959· 
LilU ta tions g! Studz 
This research is first or all limited priuw.rily to a stu4y of the 
personnel involv~ in rendering nursing service , and the effec~ of 
patterns of nurse staffing upon the costs o! nursing servio in forty 
4st&te . pproved. Schools of Profession.lill !l!rsing. 1960 (Ne York: 
ational Lea~e for NUrsing, 19'50). 
Mas achusett hospit<lls. 
A second limitation concerns the r liability of unaudited data 
collected on a voluntary basis from hospitals. Th American Hospital 
Association, which annually collects statistical information from its 
ember hospitals for its Annual Survey£! Hospitals Accepted !.2£ lJ.sting, 
also gathered data on nursing personnel in 1959.5 This survey, in which 
the respond nts participated voluntarlly, was completed approxinlately 
five months later in the same fiscal y ar as the Nursing eeds and 
Resource stud , and requ sted. personnel data comparable to that of the 
rs1n ~ and Resource study. Comparison of the data from th s 
two studies indicated some di crepanoies in the information supplied on 
identical personnel it • These discr pancies w re larg • They ppeared 
to indicate t the differences in the responses cannot be attributed 
entirely t¢ ria tion in the time periods. 
A third limitation was that of "uncolleoted" data. Th ae various 
organizations collected great qua.ntitie of theoretically valuable data, 
at t es duplicating each other' s efforts. Yet not.ab:cy abs nt wore com-
pr hensive data on nursing personnel in mo finely defined categories , 
ch as by nursing units , or by hour of employment. In addition, the 
ational League tor ursing data concerning numbers of nursing stud nts 
do s not include r-elated data on nu r ot hours eontril:uted by th 
tudents in rendering patient ear • 
Fourth , the faot that only on obs rvation was requ sted of each 
ho pi tal in response t¢ the rsin ed and Resources questionairre 
.5.Reported in Guide Issue, Hospitllls, Journal of .:!:!!! American 
Hospital Association, XIV, Part 2 (August 1, 1960). 
- 6 .. 
limits the generalizabllity of the results . For many reasons, {turnover , 
illness, vac· tions, availability of p rsonnel, etc.) a hospital• s lttv 1 
of staffing · y vary greatly from month to mo.nth. tus , the staffing 
picture presented by the respOnses to the qu.estionairres may not be aver-
age or typical for that hospit 1. owever, so e compensation for this is 
de by the fact that all ospi taJ.s complet th questionairres at 
approximately th~ sa e t~e of year. Theoretically, then, the factors 
which alt r the staffing patterns ould be equal among hospitals. 
Finally, the findings from the investigation are applicable only 
to e forty hospitals Wiob at-e included in the study sample. Any con-
elusions drawn from t e findings refer to th activities a practices 
of t ese hospitals only in 19.59 · 
££~~~! 2! thodolosz 
An initial review of the literature concerning nursing service costs 
brought out factors which have been suggested a having an effect on 
these costs. The decision was mad to l1mit this study' primarily to 
personnel factors, and. the available data were analyzed to determine 
what types .of information had been collected on nursing service personnel. 
UsefUl data were coded init1&lly on I BM cards, and later tr nsferred to 
magnetic tape. 
Already coded by the Hospital Cost Study were data on nursing 
service costs and measures o£ hospi'l:.a.l size and utilization. These 
data were related with the personnel data on an lectronic computer 
using the statistical technique of regression analysis. 
CRAPT U 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Introduction 
There are ma.ey ways to approach the hospital and to study the 
nursing service c:iepa.rt ent. By conceptualizing the approach being used. 
in a moc:iel, it is possible to be more systematic in tr cing theor tical 
relationships.! dels function mainly to make the asswmptions more 
precise and the relationships more evident, and to allow t he theory to 
be developed for logical consistency.2 Thus, they serve as a eans of 
bringing together facts and data of different kinds.3 
Ingba.r, in research on the costs of hospital care, has developed a 
del of the hospital as an economic syste • This chapter discusses t h 
development of that model and its adaptation to the mtrsing service 
department. 
!h!, HoS};!ital !.! .!!! Economic System 
An economic model may be described as consisting of thr e parts; 
(1) the resourc s, (2) the units of production, and (J) the consumers. 
The resources include those real things that a re utilized in producing 
l ,g . F. ch, Economic dels -- 2 Exposition ( ew York: John 
ley & Sons , 1960), 2. 
2Ibid. , 8. 
Jrhornton 1 . Page, 11A Survey of Operations R search Tools and 
Techniques, n Operations Research and Systems gineering, d., Charles 
D. Fla.gl , William H. Huggins, and Robert H. y (BaltiiiiOre: The Johns 
Hopkins Press, 1960), Chap. 6, 122. 
- 7-
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a g_iven product, such as personnel and equipment; th production units 
designate the area where the product is manufactured or supplied; and 
the consumers are those who receive the product. Among t h se thr e basic 
parts there is continual interaction through the medium of four flows 
which relate these parts to each other: (1) inputs, (2) outputs, 
(3) revenues, and (4) expenses . 
The relationships among thes parts is depicted in th following 
flow chart: 
' . 
PRODUC"riON UNITS 
From the resources, inputs (such as manhours or machine pow r) 
flow into the production units. The production units utilize these in 
such a manner as to supply outputs, or the end products . These products 
flow from the production units to the consumers who purchase the outputs. 
The consumers , in turn. provide revenues which flow b ck into the pro-
duction units. The production units, however, mu t recompense their 
resources for th inputs they re supplying, so t he circle is co pleted 
with th flow of expenses from the production units to th resources. 
· m this basic model, Ingbar derived a conceptual framework from 
which the hospital may be viewed. A condensed version of the flow chart 
designed to repr ~ent the hospital follows~ 4 
4progress Report PHS Research Grant HM 00190. • • Diagr m fol-
lowing P• s. 
Ianhours 
People 
s 
- 9 ... 
RESOURCES 
Pers nnel 
SUpplies 
Equip nt 
Facilities 
PRODUCTIO UNITS 
Hospital Depa.rtm nts and their Units 
ursin service 
Administration 
Laboratory 
diology 
Operating room 
Deli very room 
Pat1 nt Day 
Discharg s 
Operations 
Deliv rie ~ 
X-ray films ~ 
r ay treatments 
La bora tory t sts 
Physical therapy 
tr atments, etc. 
CONSUMERS 
Patients 
Dietary 
Housekeeping 
Laundry &: linen 
Physical therapy 
Social service 
Pharmacy, etc. 
S llfyin thi l to repr s nt th nursing service d partment 
alone r esults in the following flow chart: 
COl~SUMERS 
Patients 
- 10 -
This chart shows that the resources, or nursing service personnel, 
supply inputs into the production unit, or the nursing service department. 
The nursing service department utUizes the inputs, such as hours of 
nursing time, to provide outputs, such as the service of patient care. 
The pati nts are the consu.mers, who supply the production unit with re e-
nues by paying for the care they have received, either directly or indi .. 
rectly through third parties. The production unitt nursing servic • must 
pay the resources for supplying input • Thus, between the production 
unit and the resources there is another flow of dollars which, fro the 
production unit's point of view, are thought of as expens • 
Alternate measures may be used in describing the parts and flows in 
the model of nursing service. A review or pertin nt literature suggests 
some of these Jllflasures and reveals those which appear to be particularly 
si~ficant in influencing the cost of nursing service. It further iden-
tifi s factors affecting the transtorma tion which take place as one part 
I 
or flow is converted to another part of flow. 
Factors Influencing Productivity or Nursing Personnel 
Block, in reviewing nursing service costs nd wdgeting, id ntifies 
thirteen :factors which aff ct nursing service costs. They are: (1) The 
kinds of patient cared for ..... reflected by such items a th l ngth of 
patient stay, t he diagnosis and t he &cuteness of illness, and the ages 
or patients. (2) il siz of the hospital and its occupancy rate. ock 
feels that size deter "nes supervision and distrib.ttion pattern of per-
sonnel. ( 3) The minimum standard o£ nursing caro • b low which it is 
-U-
unsafe for the hospital to operate. {4) The salaries paid to various 
types of nurs n per nnel. (5) Th length of the work w k and work 
period. (6) The extent of vacation and iok b nef its. (7) Th n b r of 
hours of side care ava labl • { he ropor't.ion of nur 1ng car pro-
vi ed by graduat nurses and by others. {9) Th utlliz tion a assign... 
ment of ~rsing per onnel ccording to competenci s and pr 
Bl ck states this requires job descriptions, job classification, pre-
loyment quall.t'icat1ons and adequate supervision. {10) The nu ber of 
patients oared for, nursing unit by nursing unit. (ll) 'l"n 
kind of centralized service provided, {12) The phy ica.l l yout of the 
hospital a.nd the a unt and kind of equip ent provided. (13) The presence 
of a sohool of nursing or nursing students and other educatiom.l programs • .5 . 
Eased on thes factors, Block goes on to list dministrative methods 
which h t els e useful in controlling nursi f!f service cost • pli 
r additional factors which influence this cost, 
na e~: (1) ' e turnover of personnel, (Z) The presence of active and 
r l1 tic mployee heal and safety proga-a s. (3) The effectiv use of 
good administrative practices. (4) The operation of adequate inservice 
education and orientation of p rsonnel . (.5) Standardization of procedures, 
equipment, inventory, drugs, and doctor• s require ents.6 
In discussing the mrsing service budget. Young add to the list 
mentioned above some additioml factors . These others include (1) The 
method of assignment ot m.1rsing personnel to patients (whether te , case, 
or :functional). (2) The ethod of performing nursing procedures (whether 
.5Lou1s Block, ff 11trol eans re than 'Low Costs' • 11 Modern HosRi tal 
L (February, 1956), 72-?4, 136. 
6lbid. 
- 12-
simple or oompl$x). (3) 'l'he method of record-keeping and. charting. 
(4) The standards of nursing care (frequency of giving baths, changing 
beds, turning patient , etc.). (5) Whether imple or complex reports ar 
required by administration. (6) The method of appointment of the m d1cal 
staff, its ize and activities, the kind and frequency of treatments nd 
orders. (7) The affiliation with a medical school. 7 
Sister dreaux augments the factors further by including (1) The 
daily average nu ber of private duty nurses in very nursing unit. 
(2) The ethod by which patients r grouped (whether according to nurs.. 
ing care requir . ents on specific unit or on specialized edicalser-
vioes). (J) The scope of responsibility delegated to the nursing staff 
or assumed by th staff. ( 4) The degree to which supporting ser.v1ees 
!unction (phal"lU.cy, housekeeping, dietary, central supply, linen, pur-
chasing). (S) Whether or not personnel are pooled to allow for the var-
iability in nursing needs. (6) 
during perd.ods of census slump. 8 
ther or not nursing units are closed 
Nurse Staffing, Nurse Utilization, and the Patient 
Additio 1 understanding of the factors just suggested s having an 
influence on nursing service costs is found in research concerning the 
relationship between patient care and nurse utilization and mrse 
?Edith G. Young, The rsins Service~ (League Exchange o. 22, 
New York: National League for Nursing, 1957), 1-). 
Bsr. Elise udreaux, "Control of ursing Service Costs, 11 Indiana. 
Business Reeert bor ~ -- Select::.~p(ri, Nineteenth Annual Institute 
2.!! Hospital AocounUng and Finane , l 1 B oolllington, Ind..: :&lreau of 
siness Research, Graduate School o siness, India.na Univer ity, 
January 1.5, 1962), 48 ... 6J. 
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bedside nursing per sonnel was the licensed practical nurse ratio; the 
least diversity was found in the nurses aide ratio . The ratio of total 
bedside nursing personnel to patients showed 1 ss diversity than the 
ratios for specific categories of personnel. This suggested that ther 
was more uniformity among hospitals as to the totAl size of the nursing 
staff, tut les uniformity s to th specific composition of this s'Uff. 
the size of the ·hospi tal inor sed, the staffing ratios decreased . 
Generally, the greatest variation in staffing ratios was found in the 
smallest and largest hospitals.lO Feldstein also discovered that in the 
one hospital which he studied, there was a close relationship between the 
number of registered nurses nd the time of the year. The number of 
register nursing hours increased in the fall and gradually d creased 
for the rest of the year.ll 
Levine, in another research study, able to investigate the 
interrelationships b tween nurse staffing. nurse utiliza-tion, and the 
patient. This tudy 1 olated "efficient administrative praeticestt as 
a s:ignitieant factor in promoting more effective utilization of staff. 
Three hospitals wer selected for study that w re comparable in si~ and 
other external characteristics. Investigation of the factors that 
enabled one hosp-ital to provide care to as ma.ny patients with half th 
number of personnel as the other two indicated that such factors as 
differences in patients• requirements for nursing services, physical 
layout, medical staff org nization, and the adequacy of the services 
lOibid . , 42...48. 
-
llPaul J . Feldstein, g !2!Pirieal Investigation .2! !!;!! MarsiMl .£2.:!1 
2£ Hospital Services (Chicago: Graduate Program in Hospital Administra-
tion, Graduate School of Bu iness, University of Chicago, 1961), 17. 
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The dominant segment of th population, the intensive care 
patients, follows closely a Poisson distribltion. The rationale 
for this behavior ••• is important here in that it implies an 
ability to predict the llmits within which the intensive care 
census -- and consequently the nursing work load -- ld.ll vary. 
Another characteristic of practical interest apparent in the 
data is the absence of correlation o.f the intensive care census 
between noors. The important consequence of this is that the range 
of intensive care census of several units taken together is propor-
tionately less than for a single unit . This relationship (is) an 
expression of the statistical law of large rmmbers. Under conditions 
of pure statistical independence. the deviation from the average 
of four units would be half that of a single unit . 20 
These research findings were applied to develop a practical scheme 
or 11 controlled variable staffing. " a system permitting staff to be varied 
with need as estimated by the Direct Care Index. Among the conclusions 
reached from this study was the fact that: 
~ 
Economic utilization of resou rces calls for flexibility both in 
assignment of personnel and allooation of facilities and supplies. 
This implies a shift away .from autonomy of small individual units to 
a conside~tion of hospital resources belonging to the whole hospi-
tal, to be assigned as shifting needs 1nd.ioate. At the present state 
of these studies, it is cl-ear that the necessary fle:x:ibillty can be 
achieved by S: rels.tively small fraction -- perhaps 20 per cenh_ ... -
of resources ~ing designated as intexochangaa.ble among areas. 
Connor, in a work sampling study done a a p rt of the mor,e general 
operations research project at Johns Hopkins Hospital, turther found that 
total work lo d varied significantly with the Direct Care Index and with 
the total nursing hours available, but not with census. He conclllded 
that when these factors h.ad been taken into account, census, as it varies 
2°Robert J. Connor, Charles D. Flagle, Richard K. c. Hsieh, Ruth 
Preston. and Sidney Singer, "'Effective Use of Nursing Resources: A 
Research Report, tr Hospitals, Journal 2f .!::!!! American Hospital Association, 
!XXV (M?.y r 1961} • 35. 
21eonnor, • Ef.t'ect1 ve Use of Nursing Resources • • • , tr 37. 
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over it usual range. does not give a good indication of the variation 
of floor'$ ork load.22 
rse Staffing and Costs 
Feldstein ha s utilized the technique of multiple regression a.naly ... 
sis to investigate the rginal cost of services in a. hospital 1n Gary, 
Indiana. In that portion or research which related to the costs of nurs-
ing service, his finding revealed that the ratio of skilled to unskilled 
personnel could be fluctuated to adjust the costs ot wrsing service to 
changes in levels of output. Although the num.ber of skilled personnel 
r 1ned unrelated to change 1n the number of pa. tient days, the number 
of unskilled p rsonnel could be varied in response to changes in oocu .. 
pancy. For t he study hospital,. a high turnover rate a ng unskilled per .. 
sonnel s used to adjust the numbers of these p rsonnel to chang s in 
output.2.3 This finding implies that personnel turnover ma:y be used to 
ma:k cost.$ r sponsive to changes in output. In short~ turnover may have 
desirable effects upon costs which more than compen te for those dele-
terious asp9ots normally associated with the need tor continual retraining 
and with the lowering of employee morale. 
! del g.! Nursing Sel"Vice 
The factors just revie ed may be incorporated into the be. ic mo el 
of nursing service developed earlier. The following flow chart d llnee.tes 
where within the m.odeJ. each o£ these factors occurs. The parts previously 
identified as part of the model are enclosed by solid lines. Those 
22eonnor. "A rk Sampling Study • • ·" 
23Feldstein, 53. 
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factors which are outside the nursing service department, and/or tho e 
which exert an influence on the transformation relationships are eclosed 
by broken lines. No a.t~t has been made to insert statistical measures 
which interrelate parts of this system (for example, nursing hours per 
patient, a. me sure wb1ch relates input hours to the conswu.ers). 
s, the general :model of nursing service is based on the ideas 
and research f1nd1ngs of various authorities in the field of nux-sing. 
How ver, yet to be isolated are the precise Wluences these variables 
exert on the system as whole . 
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Cost of rw.rsing servic : f (Xl) Capacity of hospital 
( 2) Utilization of capacity 
( ! 3) Total muaber of nursing personnel 
(14 - ) Type and kinds of nursina p rsonnel 
This tudy proc eds to collect, dev lop, nd apprais representa. iv 
measures of the variables contained in th theor tical mod 1 bov • 
Collecting l'l!lt on Variables 
After permission had been granted for the investigator to partici-
pate in the Hospital Cost Study, initial research efforts centered on 
collecting data concerning nursing service personnel. The questionairres 
submitted by hospitals in the "Nursing Needs and Resources in 
Massachusetts" study (hereafter abbreviated as the NNR study), were the 
primar.y source of these data. 
Hospitals ~ .2!, studied 
01' the total number of one hundred and thirty--one hospitals re .. 
sponding to the NNR survey, fifty .. eight were part of the pilot group of 
seventy ... two community ho pitals being studied by the Hospital Cost Study. 
These p-ilot hospitals were all accr dited general, non-profit community 
hospitals with an average patient stay of under thirty days, and without 
medical school affiliation. 
Of thes fifty-eight community hospitals, however, only forty of 
t he respondents answered all items on t he questionairres. Consequently, 
the final study group consisted of forty hospitals ranging in size from 
-24 . 
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addition, for ry purposes , th category "To l non-professional 
by a lgamating tYLicensed practi l nurses," 
"Aides and o erll a •" and " fard clerk • n: 
Since the r plac ent value in nursing service of newly admitted 
freshmen student is small, the freshmen were not included 1n the number 
of student giving direct patient care. The methodology used in calcu-
lating the number of junior and senior students from the a tion.al L gue 
for Nursing data i described in Appendix B. 
The Hospital Cost Study's code syst _ • described in Appendix C, 
wa used to de elop a card f'o~t on which thes variable wer de cr1bed. 
After these personnel sures were recorded on work sheets for each of 
the forty hospitals in the sample. the data were key-punched onto IBM. 
cards. The S\ll!Smary categories w re derived by computer from their com.-
ponent parts punch on I card • The accuracy of the key .. puncbing wa. 
¢heoked by a comparison of total punched anti derived by the computer 
from component parts on the IIJ cards with th totals on the original 
work sheets. lAter th data war transferr to a 11Basic.-Data11 magnetic 
tape. 
Other de. ta. 
-
Measures of the other variables 1n tbe model bad been coded by the 
Hospital Cost Study. Since these data had been thoroughly r viewed in 
the Hospital Cost Study-• it was unnecessar;y to examine them-. They WEtre 
er•ly electronically duplicated onto the "Blaic-Data" tap alr dy con-
taining the ten personnel measures deser1bed above. Variables Xu 
through X14 in Table 1 summarize the nature of these data. 
- 26 -
Derived data 
---;o,;;.:=-
In addition to the basic data from the NR survey and the liospital 
Cost Study, 11WI1ber of other statistical series derived from these orig-
inal series were studied. or exampl , prellmina.ry analysis indicated 
that the site of the hospital strongly 1nf'luenced the total number of 
personnel which were employed in the nur ing service department. Allow-
ana was made for this by deflating such a statistical eries. More 
specifically, for ch hospital, total number of nursing personnel n-
eluding students was div.tded by the size of the hosp1tal as m. sured by 
avail bl bed days. Of the possible m sures of siz -- patient days, 
beds, and available bed days .... the latter was selected because it would 
permit the occupancy rates to be introduced as a factor which might 
explain differences in oo t. In the resu~tant r tio, total number of 
nursing per onnel per available bed day (Variable X15 in Table 1), the 
inf'luence of size on total personnel is in e.ffect removed. As a conse-
quence a truer picture of the differences in personnel use among hospi-
tals emerges. 
In order to secure a measure ent of the relaticmships between 
groups of personnel, nimpersonnel ratios wer derived. Variables X16 
through l zz in Table l describe these personnel ratios. 2 
Variable 23 in Table l, the ratio of the total number of nursing 
personnel including students to the total number of nursing personnel 
excluding students, was derived to co11pensate for the limited mtnlber of 
2Initial mu.l.tiple regression analysis with exploratory ratios indi-
cated that ratios involving supervisory personnel were not significant. 
Thus, no ratios concerning supervisory personnel were included among those 
variables to be used in the final analysis. 
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observations (21) in ratios requiring s t1st1cs rels.ting to nursing 
students. These ratios were used 1n mnltiple regression equations 
depicting the effect of variables upon the forty hospitals as a group. 
In these instances, n observation for each of the hospitals on all of 
the variables under investigation was necessary. In effect. in those 
hospitals which do not operate schools of nursing, this ratio tre ts 
number of students as an observation whose magnitude is 111, " since under 
these conditions the total tmmber of nursing personnel including and 
excluding students are identical. An alternative technique would have 
been to tr-eat the absence of students as equal to zero. SUch a proce-
dure was deemed to be somewbs.t less meaningful since, with only about 
half the hospitals having students, it would ~ve underestimated the 
~ 
effect or students upon the cost in an individual hospital (as distinct 
from their effect in the forty hospitals as group which is accurately 
portrayed by either technique). 
All of these derived va riables were computed electronically from 
the data. alread3 on the 11:& 1c ... J:hta1f tape, and. subsequently incorporated 
onto this tape . 
In1 tial Statistical An:allsi 
A matrix of first order, or simple regression, equations was cal ... 
culated from these data betnen all possible pairs of the variables under 
investigation. Utilizing the information from this statistical co puta-
tion, it was possible to decide upon the actual measures to be used in 
the theoreti.cal model of the cost of nursing serv1oe. From an examina-
tion of the correlation trix it beca e evident that multicollinearity 
- 28 -
was absent from the var-iables being submitted. It v:as also possible to 
evolV$ the following equ.ati.on. 
Dependen-t;. Va.riab~ 
y 
NUrs~ service ~ense 
per ava1lable bed day 
Independent Variables 
Xl .. Xn 
( X ) Available bed days 1 
sure of 
Cost of nursing 
service 
Capacity 
(Xz) Percentage ·of occupancy Utilization of 
capacity 
(x3) Total nursing personnel Total number of including students per nursing per-
available bed day sonnel 
Type and kinds 
ot personnel 
TA.BJ.E l 
VAlUA.B.LES USED IN ANALYSIS OF NURSING SERVICE COSTS 
Number 
l 
2 
) 
4 
~ 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1.5 
16 
1'(. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Name of Variable 
Suporvisor.s and assistant Sllpervisors 
Head nurses and assistant head nurses 
Staff nurses 
Licansed practical nurses 
Aides and orderlies 
Ward clerks 
Total non-professional personnel 
Total nursing personnel excluding nursing student 
rsing students 
T'otal nul!'sing personnel including nursing stu.dents 
Nursing service expense pet- available bed day 
-Total mrsing_ service expense 
Available bed. days -- total inpatient 
Percentage of oceupane;y -- total inpatient 
Total nursing personnel per available bed day 
her staft nurses ; Number non-prot essional personnel 
Number licensed p~etica.l zm.rses : Numbe-r starr nurses 
Number aides &: orderlies : Number staff nurses 
Number nursing students: NUmber start nurses 
Number licensed practical nurse$ : Number nursing students 
Number aides & orderlies : Number licensed practical nurses 
Number aides & orderlies : Number mrsing students 
2) Total JIJW'l1ber nursing persormel including nursing $tudents : 
Total number nursing personnel excluding mtrsing students 
Measure o£ 
-her of personnel 
n tl' 
rt tl 
"' n I}' u 
If IJ1 n 
" " " If ff n 
11 n II 
ff tf n 
"' 
ft Jl 
rsing service cost 
Nursing service cost. 
Hospital capacity 
Utilization of capacity 
Total nt.Uilber o£ nurdng personnel 
Type & kinds of nursing personnel 
B "' B ff n IJ1 
If 
" 
!I ~ 
" 
fl. 
fJ) 
" 
n It II 
"' If n- ff B If If 
If If tl ff n fl 
n fl, If tf 1J n 
Numbel;" of' nu.rsing students 
l 
~ 
• 
l 
I Dl ~l 
The· data 1ndi.·oa. t t no o r .. au •U ... defined patterns in stat ... 
!ina oO\lld be 1deAtU1. in the :fo-.ty kaeachueetta hospitals in 1959· 
'l'be oo-.latton . trix Pl'e&ented 11l 'la 1 3 gge•t.s this f1ndbg. The 
absence of n at1ve corl"el&t.'ions inM.catea an app&Hnt laok o:f sub t1tu ... 
ti ve con-elation bet.n n gl"'U s ggeets t roupa did not nd to 
co~l nt ·· · oh ot.he~~ an inoJ"Mee in M group wa · not oona1 tentl 
O.~ed b7 an 1ncru•• 1l'l ~u\Other . ·Aa u4 ht. b &Xp•cte<S. however, 
mod rate aeaoci&t1on l noted twttween w rwiber o.£ 
(sup maon and as istant. · pel"Vieora, head mraes 
~sor,y p&~ nnel 
aesistant b d 
•• aasoo1ati ns are 
not sufllo1et~tl7 aignU1out to gem~ lice lnto r . ut1onsh1p a.ftlOng p r-
sonnel groupa 1ft the t oa;tl' ho p1 ls. 
One reason tor th lack of '&'fl7 pa. t.eM .in etaffing gbt " tM t 
almost aU of these · o*J)1t.t.l• re rt.ed muaervus start wcano1e 1n th• 
l!he tables and ap s nlev nt to tbla o: ter wUl be found at 
the of the c · pt.er .. 
2 a. info tton wae reool'd. on the%' . rt or the . que 
Uona1ne wM.eh · s not us«<id ror tblS. stu~. 
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few of them wer staffed at desired levels. 
The licen .eel practioa..l nurs s appear to be an 1nd pendent group, 
In Table 3 it is evident that they show very little or no as ociation 
with any of the other personnel groups FUrther, th correlation of 
the variables in this table with the total uw.ber of nursin personnel 
including students indicates that an inereas the to·tal nu.nibe:t· of 
personnel is ocompanied by si gnificant corresponding increase in all 
p rsonn l ea•tegories except that o:t licensed practical nurses. And in 
Tabl 6, which gives the corr lation of the variables under study with 
hospital size. it llViJ.Y be se n that of the personnel groups, lie nsed 
practical nurse exhibit the least significant association -with hospital 
size. 
From tbi evidence, one might Wer that in these forty hospitals 
in 19.59, the 11c~m ed practiaal nurses were employed when and wh re they 
were availabl • nd not in relation to any of the factors measured in 
thi analysi which seemed to b.a.ve some bearing on th employm nt of 
other personnel groups. These findings are silllilar to those of Levine3 
;in r sea1•ch on the diversity of nurse starting. 
Since 110 n ral. over-all pattern of staffing can b obs rved, 
th apparent wi e variation in staffing trom one hospital to another 
take on a par aular si nificanc • The question is raised, "In the 
hospitals with a lower eost ol mrsing service, what type ol staffing 
was practiced?'• 
3tev:tne, Siegel, and de la Puente. 
Predicting Sta£!1¥ Nel)ds 
With th l ok of any disc rnible trend in staffing which has just 
been noted, it is impo sible t.o predict d t h a r easonabl d - ree of 
accuracy the number of persons needed for various staff positions from 
a knowledge of the other staff persons employed, or from information 
concerning the other variables under study in this analysis. The simple 
regressions tor two key personnel groups. staff' nurses and aides and 
orderlies. are presented in Tables 4 and 5. Although almost all of the 
' "Tit values indica.te the variables are significant in their relationship 
to the dependent variable, the standard error df the est.imate is so large 
1n each of the equations as to render th estima.t of llttl practical 
va.lue. 
VariatiollS B:! the Total. ~ ,2! rsing SeJ."ViQe 
Any one of several individual variables can be used to explain 
and/or to predict the total cost oi' nursing service. Those variables 
which result in the best explanation are the total number of nursing 
personnel (either excluding or including nursing students) and the size 
of the hospital •. ch of these variables associ tes v r.y closely with 
t he total cost of nursing service, nd any one alone can be used to 
e~l.a.in approximately 90 per cent of the variation among total costs 
of nursing serviee in the forty hospitals. 
In addition to the SUllllD&r.Y personnel categor1 s, all the individual 
personnel groups excepting that of licensed practical nurses also asso-
ciat closely with the tota.l cost. However, data concerning these 
groups explain less of t he variation 1n total cost t han is explained 
.. )) -
by the summary categories, evertheless, it is still po sible to .x.. 
plain over 60 per cent or the variation in total cost with al\V' one of 
the e variables. In view of the fact that all of thes variables are 
in turn highly co:rrela ted with size (see Tabl 6)" this finding is not 
surprising. Larger hospitals EUDployed :re personnel, more personnel 
necessitated larger salary expense, and thus higher tot l cost 
resulted. 
hom these data, presented in deta.U in Table 7, it is evident 
that proceecling to multiple regression analysis is not necessa.:ry to 
explain the total cost of nursing service wben such a large amount of 
the variation can be explained by simple regression analysis lone. 
The important question to ask becomes, "What factors are significant 
in explaining the variation in th cost of mrsing semce after allow ... 
ance is made for tJle difference in size among hospitals?• Deflating 
the total cost figure by hospi.tal size to seaure a unit cost figure 
(described on page 26) in effect allows for this siz.e difference. 
Variations !!'! Unit ~ !!! All Fort:y Hos¢.ta.ls 
0£ the tovty hospitals in the sample, ·the twenty ... one which operated 
schools of nursing were the lArger hospitals. Evidence of this is preo-
sented in Graph 1, Initial ev1dence that th unit co t of nursing serv-
ice (that is • the direct departmental expense per a Ua.ble bed day) 
dif.f rs betwe-en hospitals with schools of nursing and those without th$lll 
is presented in Graphs l, 2. and 3· Fro these graphs it can be seen 
that in ge.n ral. the smaller hospitals whioh have no schools of nursing 
had a high r unit cost of nursing service. The question arises as to 
which factor is more significant in producing this difterenoe. the 
size of the hospital, or the fact that it did not operate a school of 
nurs1.ng. The results of the regression ana.lysee present statistical 
date. which suggest an answer to this qne$t1on. Tluase findings 1 be 
summarized in four main points. 
(l) 'J.'be evidence clearly suggests that the mer nursing students 
giving nursing care in a. hospital-. the lower the unit cost of nursing 
·, service. This appears to be the 1110st illlporta.nt single factor in ex.. 
· pl:a1ning the variation among hospitals the unit co t of nursing 
service. 
The simple c'Or:relations presented in Table 8 illustrate that of 
the variables for which there are torty observations. the ratio of total 
personnel including students to total personnel excluding students 
(X2') has the highest coefficient of correlation with the ullit cost of 
nursing service (r = -.5198). The results of the mltiple regression 
equations pr.esented. in 'l'ables 9 through l2 confirm the strength ot this 
rela. tionship. In the unordered multiple regressions 1n Tables 9 and 11. 
this variable is logically the first one selected as being or primary 
importance in explaining the unit oost of nu.~sing service. It alo-ne 
explained Z) per cent of the variation 1n the unit cost of nursing serv-
2 · ... 1ee [R (C) = ·2318]. Combined with only one other V4riable, total nurs-
ing personnel per available bed day, 44 per c•nt Qf th variation is 
explained [R2(C) = .439?}. The entering of aciditlonAl variables does 
not significantly increase the alllQunt of variation explained. 
Of peoial interest is the ordered equation pl"esented in Table 10. 
In this equation a good fit is not secured untU the ratio of total 
nursing personnel including students to total nursing personnel exo.luding 
- :3.5 -
students is submitted in the final step, step 7• Iht by then t he influ-
ence of this ratio has been greatly reduced by th holci1ng constant of 
five other less significant variables , so that the resultant amount of 
variation which is attributed to the rat~o i consid rably less than that 
attributec! upon earlier entry. The ordered equation in Table l2 presents 
a. picture s1milar to that of Table 10. At Step 4, three key measur ents 
of a hospital's activity-- its size, its occupancy rate, and the total 
number ot nursing personnel -· have been held constant. Yet only 22 per 
cent of the variation 1n the unit cost of nursing sel"Vioe has en ac-
counted for by these three variables (R2(c) = .22)4]. However, when the 
ratio representing the number of nursing students is added to th varia-
bles being held constant in Step 5, the amount or v. riation Which is 
explained increases to 43 per cent [R2(c) = .4)06). 
(2) Th total number or personnel employed per hospital bed appears 
to be o£ greater significance in explaining the varia t1on in the unit 
cost or nursing service than does the distribution of thi total number 
among the various categories of personnel. 
In both Equation l and 2 in Tables 9 through 12, holding constant 
additional variables which represented the relationship of personnel 
groups to each other does not significantly increase the amount of varia-
tion which is explained. Again, the ordered equation presented in Table 
12 is of special interest. At Step 5, the size of the hospital, its 
occupancy rate, the total nwnber of r:w:-sing personnel per a.vaUabl bed 
day, and the ratio representing the number of nursing students have been 
standardized in the equation. Slightly over 4J per cent or the variation 
has been explained by these four variables [R2(c) = .4J06). However, 
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when the personnel r tios of aides and orderlies to staff Jmrses and 
lioensed practical nurses to staff nurses are held constant in Steps 
6 and 7; respectively • the amount of variation which is accounted for 
actually decreases to less than 42 per cent (R2(C) == .4195]. Thus, a 
better fit is secured without these personnel ratios, since any of their 
positive contributions are, given the small size of the sample, more 
than counteracted by the negative effects of intrQducing more variables 
and thereby losing degrees of freedom. In addition to the fact that the 
partial correlations of these additional variables are small, the "T" 
values for these variables indicate that they are not significant. 
Also of interest is the seeming lack of importance of the relation-
ship between the two more general categories, professional and non-
professional personnel, upon the unit cost o;f nursing serviee. In 
uation l this factor is represented by the ratio of staff to non-
professional personnel. In both the ll.DOrdered and the ordered regres... 
sions presented in Tables 9 and 10, this ratio is the least significant 
mong the variables observed. Indeed, i .ts influence is practieally 
negligible. 
(:3) The size of the hoepital appears to be of litUe influence on 
the unit co·st or nursing service. The fact that variations in unit cost 
ong hospitals are not related to size implies the absence of economies 
of scale. In other words, larger hospitals do not have lower unit cost 
because of size alone. 
The data in Table 12 suggest this finding. The simple correlation 
between hospital size and unit cost is small (r = -.2920). Size alone 
explains less than 4 per cent of the vari tion 1n un1 t cost 
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[R2(c) = .0371]~ Examination of Equation l presented in Table 10 pre-
s nts additional iVidence in support of this finding. After allowance 
has been made for the number of nursing students in the hospital, the 
partial correlation Qf size is reduced (to r = •• 085?). Its effect on 
the unit cost figure remains small as additional variables are held. con-
stant in the equation. 
(4) The influence of the utilization o.f the hospital, measured by 
its occupancy rate, upon tne unit cost of nursing se.rvice is small. 
The s:tmple correlations presented in Table 8 reveal that rate of 
occupanc-y alone explains only about 6 per cent of the variation in unit 
cost (r2 = .0624). In Table ll, when it is submitted after the two most 
si:gnific nt variables have been standardized, it contributes little in 
the way of additional explanation (Ta le u. Step 4). Further. the "Tn 
value ( 1' = 1 . 05) suggests 1ts influence is not significant. 
In summary .• two factors, the number or nursing students and the 
total number of nursing personnel per available bed day, explain over 
40 per cent of the variation in the unit cost of nursing service. \iithin 
this total, the distribution of personnel by type or category is of little 
influence upon the unit cost of nursing service. Available bed days and 
percentage of occupancy also could not account for a significant amount 
of the varia.t1on 1n this cost. 
That less than halt of the variation in the unit cost of nursing 
service ca.n be explained implies that there are oth r significant forces 
affecting the unit cost of nursing service which are not accounted for 
by the variables included in this analysis. me or these may be simply 
a sta.Ustioal artifact. To the extent that · riation among costs in 
total nursing service expens tend to be of ual dollar magnitudes 
rather than some percentage of nursing se~ce expense or of size of 
hospital, the deflating process itself introduces a variation .in unit 
cost 'Which th n st be explained. It is possible that J!Uloh of the un-
explained variance is merely a creation of the sta.tistioe.l techniques 
employed. Given the high explanatory power of nearly 90 per cent or a 
single independent variable (representing some m su.:re of size of hospi ... 
tal or nursing personnel) for differences among hospitals in total nurs-
1ng service expen e, however, vari nee among hospitals had to be sought 
in the un1 t cost statistics rather than in the direct departmental xpen.. 
ditures or nursing service departments . 
Va.ria.y.ons !!'! ~ Cost !!:!. ~ Twentz.-Me Hospitals 
~ Schools gl · rains 
(1) The most significant single factor 1n xpla.ining the variation 
in unit cost or nursing service among hospitals with schools of nursing 
is the ratio of nursing $tudents to staff ntlrses. The more nursing 
students in relation to the n111!1ber of staff mtrses. the lower the unit 
cost of nursing service. Thus, it appears that there is substitution 
of nursing students for ste.f'f nurses in nursing service. 
'lhe simple correlations presented in Table 8 indicate clearly that 
out of the possible variables, the ratio of nursing students to staff 
nurses ( 19) associates most closely with the unit cost of nursing serv-
ice (r = ~ . 5662). The tact that this ratio is negatively correlated with 
the unit cost implies the substitution suggested above. 
(2) Or the hospitals which Operated schools Of nursing, thGSe 
which have more nursing students in relation to the number or staff' 
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nurses are the SlQB.ller hospj_tals. This conclusion 1s based upon the 
fact that the simple correlation between hospital size and the ratio 
of students to stat£ is negative (r == -·.3.592). 
(3) Thus , it may be concluded that or those hospitals which oper-
ate schools of nursing, the smaller of these hospitals keep their unit 
cost of nursing service down by substitution ot nursing students for 
.staff nurses. This explainS. the lack of any discernible trend in un1t 
cost in Graph 2. 
These three findings f'urther stl'engthen the resu.l ts already pre-
sented. 
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TABLE 2 ..... Descriptive statistical data on vari.able~ used in a.na.J.ysis 
of nursing service exp nse in forty ssa.chusetts co 
in 19.5~ 
n1ty hospitals 
Name {f Ob. Totals x S.D. 
1 P• & Ass•t 39 )46 ,8.87 J.9J 
2 H.N. & .ss•t 40 4.54 11.).5 6 • .5) 
:; Staff 40 2.476 61.90 S§.CJ? 
4 L.P.N. 40 .577 ·14.23 8. 99 
5 Aides & Ore. 40 1;298 )2.4.5 21~76 
6 Ward clerks 40 1.52 ;.80 3~82 
7 Total non-prof 4o 2,027 ~.67 27·53 
8 Total - stvd. 40 5.JOJ 1)2.57 64.40 
9 Students 21 823 )9.19 18.1.5 
~0 Total + stud. 40 6.126 1.53.15 61.81 
ll Unit Cost 40 b 5.86 l.l.Z 
12 Tot&l Cost 40 12,2.59.692 )06,492.00 1.58. 39).00 
13 A. B.D. 40 2,1.5.5,034 5J,87,5.8,5. 28,4)2.72 
11+ ~ Occupancy 40 b ,56.)2 1.5.00 
15 Total + stu.d/ ABD 40 b .0029 .ooos 
16 Staff/Non-prof 40 b l.4J 
·99 
l? In/Staff 40 b .Jl .2? 
18 A &: 0/ Staff 40 b 
·.59 .J? 
19 Stud • . _: Sta.:f'f 21 b .60 .42 
20 LPN/ Stud. 21 b .41 .)0 
2l A & 0/LPN 40 b 4.46 6.08 
22 ,t & 0/Stu.d. 21 b 1.)2 ·73 
23 · Total + stud. 40 b l.lJ .17 
Total - stud. 
aA Key to the meaning of symbols and abbreviations used 1n the 
table will be found in Appendix D. 
brotals not meaningful. 
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TABLE ) -- Simple correlations (r) between categories of nursing serv .. 
ioe personnel employed in torty Massachusetts community hospitals in 
1959a 
l 2 J 4 .5 6 9 10 
Sup. & R.N. & Ste.!f L.P. N. Aides Ward Stud. Total 
Ass•t Ass•t nurse & Ord, Clerks (21) +stud 
1 
Sup. & 1.0000 .4.522 .5).:}4 .0)09 .6327 • .5148 ·3754 .6)84 
Ass 1t 
2 
H.N, &: 1.0000 .6772 .4844 .6!01 • .5823 .4143 .8053 
Ass•t 
3 
Staff l.OOOQ .)226 .!)499 
·5764 ,4209 .8910 
nurse 
4 
L. P.N • 1.0000 .1132 .1869 .2899 .)491 
.5 
Aides 1.0000 ·7768 .2762 .8080 
& Ord. 
6 
Ward 1.0000 .0.,580 ·1512 
Cl~rks 
9 
Stud, 1.0000 .6469 
(2.1) 
10 
Total 1.0000 
+stud 
a A key to the meaning of symbols and abbrevia tiQns used in t he 
table will be f ound 1n Appendix D. 
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TABLE 4 -- Simple regres.sion analysis of the ef:f'ect of the 
mmber of rm.rsing service personnel 1n va.rious oa.tegories on 
the lllllnber or $.taft nurses employed in nursing service in 
forty Massachusetts comDllnity hospit.a.ls in 19.59.• 
X Name ~'y,• b s.E.b T s . E.y,x A 
1 : Sup. & Ass•t .,51)4 4.,5) l.2J 4 • .54 29.83 22.82 
2 H.N. & Ass*t .6772 ).64 .6) ,5.76 §~ l 20.6) 
4 L. P.N. .)226 1.26 
·59 2.1 :n.zo 4).15 
5 Aides &: Ord. .,549? .89 .22 4.12 29.29 3J.l4 
6 ~ rd clerks • .5764 s.zs 1.21 4.)4 28.41 42 • .58 
9 Students (21) .4209 .78 .;a 2.08 )0.71 48.48 
lJ A. B. D. .8044 .oo .oo 10.00 20.84 8.44 
14 '/; Occupancy .;su 1.,56 .67 2.)4 )2.64 -5.5.89 
a A key to the meaning of symbols and abbreviation used 
in th.e table w:Ul be found in Appendix D. 
TABLE 5 -- Simple regression analysis of the effect of the 
number of nursing service p~sonnel in various categories on 
the number of aide.s and ol'derlies employed in nursing service 
1n forty l-1assa.ehusetts <:oJJlMllnity hospitals 1n 1959.a 
K me ry,x b s .E.b T S.E.y,x A 
l Sup. & Ass't .6)27 J.l!O .69 s.oz 16.66 2 • .52 
2 H.N. & Ass't .6201 2.07 .42 4.94 l7.07 9.00 
3 Staff ·5499 .J4 .08 4.25 18.18 n. 33 
4 L.P.N. .u;;2 .27 .:38 .71 21 .• 62 28.,50 
6 l a.rd clerks 
·7768 4.38 .sa 7-56 13·.5.5 16.13 
9 Students (21) .2?62 .)1 .24 1.29 19.66 )2.75 
lJ A. B.D. .8JJ2 .oo .oo 6.00 l2 •. 0J - 1.91 
14 ~Occupancy .)115 .86 .42 z.os 20.68 -)2.40 
aA key to the meaning of symbols and abbreviations used 
in the table· will be found 1n Appendix D. 
' 
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TABLE 6 -~ Simple correlations of the 
variables under study with hospital $1ze 
(measured in availabiC~ bed days) for 
forty ssaobusetts community ho pit ls 
1n 1959. a 
1 Name 
l Supervisors & Ass't .6647 
2 d nurses & Ass 1 t 
-7903 
J starr nurses .8044 
4 Licensed practical nurses .2983 
5 es & Orderlies .8J32 
6 Ward clerks ·7640 
7 Total non-professional .8477 
8 Total • students .9295 
9 Students (21) .5)05 
10 Total + students .9461 
ll Unit cost .... 2920 
l2 Total cost .9539 
lJ Available bed days 1.0000 
14 <J, Occupancy .:3Q6o 
15 Total + stud. I A.:S.D, -·0947 
16 Staff I No~professional .0446 
17 L.P.N. I Stat£ -.4041 
18 Aides & Ord. / Staff .... lJ87 
19 Stud. I Staff (21) -·3592 
20 L. P. N. I Students (2l) -.0074 
2l Aides & Ord. / L.P.N. .1297 
22 Aides & oro. I Stud. ( 21) .20.59 
23 Total + students .43.50 
Total ... students 
aA k y to the meaning of s.ymbols 
and abbreviations used .in the table will 
be found in Appendix D. 
~ 7 -- Simpl.e reg.ression analysis of the effect or the variables under study on. the total cost 
ot nursing service in forty ~1assa.cbnsetts community hospitals in 19.59 .• a 
y = Total eost or nursiJl€; service y = $)06,492 S. D. y = $158,393 
X Name ry.x 2 b S .. E.b T S.E. A r y,x y .. x 
........ 
l Supervi.sors & Ass~t .6218 
-3867 24,6)4 5,.0)) 4.89 122..1)8 94,24) 
2 Head nurses &: Ass' t .8141 .6628 19.806 2,2.62 8.?.5 92,)01 81,689 
J swr nurses .. 849.5 .?216 3.849 38.3 10.0.5 8),867 68,210 
4 Lie. prac. mrses. .:)879 .1,50.5 6,8~7 2,609 .2.6.3 146,.49J 20? • .576 
5 Aides & Orderlies .78.58 .617.5 .5.739 123 ':/.94 98 .• )04 120,274 
6 \iard clerks .ma .6050 31.797 4,168 7.63 98.01.4 188 t 864 
7 Total non-prof. .8,56.5 ·1336 4,94.5 477 lO.J? 82,045 .5.5.925 
8 Total - students ·95.31 .9179 2,.)52 120 19 .. 6o 48.U9 - 5.365 
9 Students (21) .4962 • 2462 4,192 1,64o 2,.,56 1)3,163 2)0,804 
10 Total + students .9lt62. -.89.53 1,8)8 101 18.20 51 •. 43.3 24,9?3 
lJ Available bed da,ys ..  9.5:39 -9099 .5 0 19 .. 79 47.?26 19,22.J 
14 ~ Occupancy · .)917 .15)4 7.880 2,964 2.66 146,237 -289,081 
1.5 Total + stud. / A.B.D. .0168 .000) .5.541.288 ;52,764,655 .10 1.58.917 290,606 
16 Sta.r:f I Non-prof. -.0238 .•. 0006 -3.807 2..5 • .592 .15 1.58,894 Jll~9SJ 
17 L.P.N. I Staff 
-·3474 .1207 205 • .26) 88,722 .02 149 '041 369 .• 4.57 
18 Aides &: Ord. I Staff' .0470 .0022 20.-00.5 68,101 .OJ 1.58.764 294.?66 
19 Stud. I Sta.ff ( 21) -.4252 -~·34 -1.55.731 ?4.127 .. z.ao 1)8,826 488,40) 
20 L.P. N. I Stud. (ll) .. 0676 .0046 3.5.030 ll.5,616 .)0 1.53.0)0 J8().8)8 
2l. Aides 8: Ord. I LP . N .014:5 .0002 378 4,.186 0~:; 153.923 .304,&>6 
22. A & 0 I Stud. (21) .2069 .0428 4J,l79 4,5,665 .94 1.5(),.06) 338,214 
2) Total + students .JOOS .()90) 284,849 144,?$> .20 151,.591 -16,)1) 
Total - students 
aA key to the meaning of symbols: and abbreviations used in the table will be found in Appendix D. 
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'.CABLE 8 -- Simple regression analysis of the effect of the variables under $tudy on the unit cost 
of :nursing service in forty Massachusetts community hospitals in 1959 .. a 
y = Unit cost of rmrsing service y = $5~86 S.D. y = $1.12 
X .. Name ry,x 2 r y , x. b S.E.b T S.E.y,x A 
- ]., .Supervisors & Ass•t - .2422 .0587 -.07 .04 1.75 1.08 6.so 
2 Head nurses & Ass • t -.0445 .0020 - .. 01 .OJ .JJ 1.12 5-94 
3 Staff nurses -~0341 .0012 -.00 .00 . 22 1.12 5.92 
4 Lie . prac. nurses .2090 .0437 .OJ .02 1 • .50 1.10 .5.46 
, .5 Aides & Orderlies --2.518 .06·34 -.01 .01 1.00 1.08 6,28 
6 Ward clerks -.1806 .0)26 -.0.5 .os 1 •. oo 1.09 6.10 
7 Total non-prof. -.1:503 .0226 .01 .01 1.00 1.10 6.17 
' 8 Total .. students 
-.0971 .0094 .oo .oo . 61 l.ll 6.08 
9 Student s (21) .0649 .0072 .• oo .01 .)8 -72 ,5.18 i 
• 10 Total + students • • 1923 .0310 .oo .oo 1.18 1 .10 ?·26 ~ 
V\ ).) Available bed days -.2920 .08.5) .00 .oo b 1.07 6.48 • • 
14 '/; Ocoupaney .2498 .o624 .03 .02 1.50 1.08 ).18 
1.5 Total + stud. j A. B. D. .4)40 .1884 1009 .42 33.5 .49 J.OO 1.01 2.96 
16 stat.r I Non.pro:t. -.0082 •. 0001 -.01 .18 .os 1.12 ,5.87 
17 L.P. N. I Staff .Jl,2,5 .0977 1.)0 .63 2.06 1.06 ,5.46 
18 Aides & Ord. I Staff -.2408 .0580 - -72 .47 1 • .5.3 1.09 6.28 
19 Stud. I Staff ( 21) ... _5662 .)208 - .98 .)2 ).06 .6o .5-90 
20 L.P.N. I Stud. (21) .)0.26 .0916 .?4 .,52 1.42 .69 ,5.01 
2l Aides & Ord. I L.P.N. -.4010 .16o8 - .07 .OJ 2. JJ l.OJ 6.19 
22 A & 0 I Stud. (21) .1049 .ono .10 .22 .45 .72 .5·17 
23 Total. + students 
-·.5198 .2702 -~.48 .91 ).82 .96 9·80 
Total - students 
4 A key to the meaning of symbols and abbrevi&tions used in the table will be found in Appendix D. 
brhe computation of b and S. E.b were not carried out beyond four places. With this variable no 
sd.gniricant numbers were reached at !'our places.; therefore the computation of a T value was not 
possible. 
~ 
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TABLE 9 -· Unordered llllltiple regression analysis. Equation 1, of the effect. of six ot the variables 
under JJtud;r on the unit cost of nursing serv1ce in forty Massachusetts eommni.ty hospitals 1n 19.59. a 
y = Unit cost oi nursing serv1ee y :: $,5.86 S. D,. y = $1.12 
Step X Name 'r' b S .E~b T a2 R2(c) S.E.y,x A 
J. 13 Avail. bed days - .. 2920 
14 f:, Occupancy- .2498 
1.5 Total + studj ABD ·lf-340 16 Sta£1:/Non-prof. -.0082 
2l A&O I L • .P·. N. 
- .. 4010 
2.3 To tal + stud .. 
--Sl98 
Total - stud. 
2 1) 
-.08.57 
14 .. ~93 
15 .. ,5)84 
16 ... . 0471 
2l -.2160 
2J Total +stud. 
- ·.5198 -).48 -93 -3-·?.5 [.2?02 .2)18 ·97 9.80] 
Total. - stud. 
3 13 -.019.5 -- ·---~ 
14 .1725 
1.5 Total + Sbld/ABD .,5384 1070.90 27.5.29 ).89 ( .4817 .4397 .8) 6.90) 
16 •• 0674 
2l - .1804 
23 -.6o12 - ) .. 63 ·79 -4 • .58 
ll ~ 
TABLE 9 -- Continued 
Step X tlame r b s .E.b T R2 R2(c) s~E ·y,x. A 
< 
4 13 -·0388 
14 .18.51 
1.5 .,528,5 10)4.08 276.47 ).74 [ .4986 .4429 .8J 6.61] 
16 
-.<>897 
21 A & 0/L.P.N. ..-1804 .... . 0) .OJ -1.10 
23 -.,5106 -3.17 
-89 -J-.56 
.5 13 -.1251. 
14 ~ Occupancy .1851 • 02 .oz . 1.ll 
1.5 .4746 929.47 291.)7 ).19 [ • .51.58 .4466 .82 .5 .• 42] 
16 
-.046.5 
2l. 
--192.5 -.OJ. .OJ -1.16 
2J .... .5J.s6 -3.16 .89 
-3·.56 :I I 
6 · II 
.:S 
13 Avail •. bed days - .1.251 -.00 .oo -0 .. 73 l 
14 .2190 .02 .01 l.Jl 
1.5 .4382 867.61 JO.?l50 2.84 [ • .5234 .-4393 ~83 ,5.00] 
16 
--0373 
21 
-.2081 -.OJ .02 .. 1.24 
23 -.4289 -2.81 1.44 -2.77 
7 13 -.1220 -.00 .oo -0.71 
14 .2033 .02 .02 1.19 
1.5 .4)94 874.50 Jll.2l 2.81 (.,5240 .4231 ..• 84 ,5.12] 
l6 Staff/Non-prof. • • 0)73 -.OJ 1.4) -0.21 
21 -.2106 •• o:) .02 -1.24 
23 --4~0 -2.82 l •. OJ -2 •. 74 
a.A ka:v to the meaning of symbols and abbreviations used 1n the table will be found in Appendix D .. 
/ 
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TABLE 10 -- Orde.red llllllti_ple regression analysis, Equation l, or the effect o:f si.x of t he variables 
under study on the unit cost or nursing service in forty Massachusetts eoi!llll!Jlli.ty hospit&ls in 1959.a 
y = Unit cost o.£ mrsing service y = $,5.86 S. D. y = $l,l.Z 
step X Name r b S.E.b T 2 R R2(c) s .E.y.x A 
l 13 Avail. bed days -·2920 
14 ~Occupancy .2498 -
15 Total + stud/ ABD .4)40 
16 starr/ Non-prof -.0082 
A & 0/L.P.N. - .4010 
23 Total + stud .. 
-·.5198 
Total - stw.l. 
:I • 
? lJ Avail. bed days - .2920 -.00 .oo -1.88 II 
g 
- 14 
·1125 
1,5 ~· ~ .4268 (.08,53 .0371 1.09 6.48] ~ ;- -~~-
l.6 -.0222 
2l 
-.J829 
23 ... . 4,561 
J 13 - -3997 - -.00 .oo -2.6.5 
14 ~ Occupancy 
·3725 .. 0,5 .02 2.44 
15 
-3359 ( .21.22 .1483 1.()2 2.?1] 16 .0699 
21 
-.4050 
23 •• 44,54 
TABLE lO -- ConUnued 
Step X Name r b S.E.b T R2 R2(c) S.E.y.x A 
4 13 --1$2~ -.00 .oo ~2.26 
14 .2,564 .04 .. 02 1.59 
15 Total + studjABD ·3399 749.00 JSO.OO 2.~4 [.JOll ._22J4 .98 1.74] 16 .OJ69 
2l •• 4053 
23 
··5359 
5 lJ -·3535 -.00 .oo -2.23 
14 .2572 .04 .02 1.57 
1.5 .JJl2 740.81 ),56.16 2.08 [.J020 .2023 ·99 1.62] 
16 Staff/Non-prof. .OJ69 .Oj .14 0.22 
21 -.4042 $ 23 
- ·5352 
6 lJ 
--3369 .... oo .oo -2 .. 09 
14 .2703 .04 .02 1.64 
1.5 .JJ6J 690.42 JJ]..9J 2 .. 08 [.4161 .Jl.JO .92 2•12] 
16 
-.01.53 --10 .u -0.09 
2l A &: 0/L .P.N. -.4042 -.06 .02 -2 • .58 
23 -.43()0 
7 13 -.1220 -.00 .oo -0.71 
14 .20JJ .02 .02 1.19 
1.5 -.4)94 874.,50 Jll.2l 2.81 ( .,52lle .42J]. .84 .5·12] 
16 •• OJ7J -.OJ .14 -0.2.1 
2l -.2106 ... OJ .02 -1.24 
23 Total + stud. -.4)00 -2.82 1.03 -2.74 
Total - stud. 
aA key to the meaning or s~ls and abbreviations used in the table will be found i n Appendix D. 

TABLE 11 -- Continued 
~'tep X Name r b s .E.b 1' n;2 a2(c} S.E.y.x A 
4 13 -.09.59 
14 ~ Occupancy .1?2.5 .02 .02. 1.0,5 
1.5 .4880 973-76 290.71 J.Js [.4972 .4413 .8) ,5.?8] 
17 .1949 
18 
-.0?42 
23 -.6o8l -3.64 
·79 -4160 
s· 13 -.0470 
14 .1963 .02 .02 1.18 
1.5 .4912. 96).88 288.,59 J .. J4 [ .,51.63 .44?2 .82 4.99] 
17 L. P.N./Staff .1949 .6) 
·54 1.17 1.8 -.088,5 
23 
-·.5399 ·1·3~24 . 8,5 -3.79 
'?1 
I 
6 13 -.04.57 
14 .1971 .02 • 02 1.18 . 
1.5 .4868 9.51.72 292 .• 83 3-2.5 [.,5201 .4J54 .8J 4.9?] 
17 .2006 .6:5 ·55 1.19 18 A &. 0/Statf -.088,5 -.19 .)6 -0.,52. 
23 --5063 -J.lO •. 9]. -J.42 
1 13 Ava:U. bed days -.04.57 -.00 .oo -0.26 
14 .2002 .02 .02 1.17 
15 .4661 930-7.5 '5)7.17 3.03 [.sw. .419.5 .84 4.87] 
17 .182.4 .61 
·51 1.07 18 
-.0878 -.19 .)7 -0 .• .51 
23 
-·4711 -3.01 .98 -3.07 
aA key- to th& meaning of symbols and abbreviations used in the table will be found in Appendix D. 
TABLE l2 - Ordered multiple regression analysis. Equation 2, o£ the effect of six of the variables 
under study on the unit eost of nursing service in forty }1assachusetts eommunity _hospitals in 19.59.a 
Step 
.1 
2 
3 
y = Unit cost of nursing service 
X 
13 
1.4 
1.5 
23 
18 
17 
Name 
Avail. bed days 
Occupancy 
Total + stud/ ABD 
'futal +. stud. 
Total - stud. 
A & 0/Starf 
L.P. U./Staff 
13 Avail. bed days 
14 
1.5 
23 
18 
17 
13 
14 ~ Occupancy 
15 
23 
18 
17 
r 
--2920 
.2498 
.4',340 
--.5198 
.... 2408 
.JlZs 
--2920 
.)725 
.4.268 
- .. 4,561 
--2115 
.2223 
-·3997 
-3725 
·3359 
-.4454 
-·2033 
.2)48 
b 
-.00 
-.00 
.os 
y :: $,5.86 S.D. y = $1.12 
s .E.b T R2 R2(C) S.E.y,x A 
.oo -1.88 
[ .o8s3 .om 1.09 6.48.] 
.oo -2.6.5 
.02 2.44 
[.2122 .1483 1.02 2.71] 
t 
"' 
1\) 
TABLE l2 -- Continu 
:tep x Name r o s .E.b T a2 a2(c) s .E.y.x A 
4 
5 
6 
7 
13 
14 
1.5 
23 
18 
17 
1.3 
14 
1.5 
23 
18 
17 
13 
14 
15 
2.3 
18 
17 
13 
1.4 
1.5 
2.3 
18 
17 
Total + stud/ ABD 
Total + stud. 
TOtal - stud. 
A & 0/ Statf 
L.P.N./Sta.ff 
-·3.521 
.2564 
.JJ.59 
-·.53.59 
-.2049 
.2792 
-.0959 
.19.58 
.4.59.5 
-·.53.59 
--0746 
.1766 
... 0962 
.1963 
.4.5.55 
- • .5100 
-·0746 
.1824 
-.04.57 
.2002 
.4661 
-.4'7l.l 
-.0878 
.1824 
-.00 
.0) 
749.00 
o.oo 
.02 
928.79 
-J.40 
-.00 
.. 02 
918.64 
-J.28 
.... 17 
... oo 
.02 
930.?5 
.J.Ol 
-0.19 
-0.61 
.oo 
.02 
Jso.oo 
.oo 
.02 
30.3·52 
.91 
.oo 
.02 ))8.26 
.. 9.5 
··:39 
.oo 
.02 
307.17 
- ·2.26 
1..59 
2.14 [.)Oll 
-0.57 
1.18 
J.o6 [ .,5018 
-.3-7.5 
-0.57 
1.17 
2 .. 98 [.,5046 
-J.46 
-O.ql.f. 
-0.26 
1 .. 1? 
J.OJ [ .,5211 
-98 -J.07 
·Yl .. 0 • .51 
·.57 1.07 
.22)4 .98 1.74] 
.4J06 .84 ,5.48] 
.4111 . 84 ,5.48] 
.4195 .64 4.8?] 
aA key to the meaning of sytllbols and abbreviations used in the table will be found 1n Appendix D~ 
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CHAPTER V 
StJMl.1ARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summar.z 
In this investigation an att mpt bas been made to identify the per-
sonnel factors which are significant in xplaining th variations which 
occur among hospitals in the costs of nursing service. Th influence of 
the presence of nursing students on these costs was of special concern. 
In addition to data concerning the number of nursing service personnel, 
measures of hospital size and occupancy were lso included in the 
analysis. 
The primary source tor personnel data utilized in the study was 
a 19.59 wrvey on nursing needs and resources 1n Massaclmsetts sponsored 
by the Massachusetts ses' Association, the Massachusetts League for 
Nursing, and the Board. of Registration in rsing in the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. Data on mrsing students were obtained from the National 
League for Nursing's State ApproV'ed Sohools ~ Professional Nursing, ~· 
Data from these two sources concerning the number of mrsing personnel in 
ssacbusetts hospitals were related with other statistical information 
gathered in 19.59 by the Division of Hospital Costs and Finances of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts on nursing service costs, hospital size, 
and hospital occupancy. 
The study sample consisted of forty general no~protit community 
hospitals 1n Massachusetts. The chief criterion for inclusion in the 
• S1-
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sample was the availa.bility of data from all three of the sources just 
cited. 
After the 1n1 tial recording of the da. ta on IIM cards. from which 
they were la.ter transferr d to magnetic tap , the statistical technique 
of Dl.lltiple regression analysis was applied to the data to detemine sig-
nificant variables. The computation was done on an electronic computer. 
Findine .!!'!! Conclusions 
The results of the study may be summarized in three main points: 
(l) .;>taffing patterns 
{a) No patterns in staffing could be observed in the forty Massa-
chus tts hospitals 1n 19.59. o evidence was found of any substitution 
between personnel groups; nor did any personnel groups complement each 
other. The licensed practical nurses appeared to be an independent 
group, showing little relationship with other personnel categories. 
Thus, it appeared that in the f orty hospitals in 19.59, licensed practi .. 
ca:l nurses were employed when and where ther were available, and not in 
relation to any of the factors measured in this analysis. 
(b) Given the lack of any discernible trend in staffing, it was 
impossible to predict ccurately the number or persons needed for various 
staff positions from a knowledge of the other staff persons employed, or 
from information concerning the other variables under study in this 
analysis. 
(2) Variations in the total cost of rmrsing service 
(a.) OVer 90 per cent of the variation in total cost of nursing serv-
ice among the forty hospitals could be attributed to difference in 
- .59 -
either the total number of nursing personnel or in the size of the hos-
pi tala. 
(b) OVer 6o per cent of the variations in the total cost could be 
attribut(it(i to any one of the individual personnel categories, with the 
exception of lioensed practical nurses. 
(3) Variations in the unit cost of nursing service (direct departmental 
expense per available bed day) 
(a) Two factors, the llUDlber of nursing students and the total num-
ber of nursing personnel per available bed day, explained over 40 per 
cent of the variations in the unit cost of mu-sing service in the forty 
Massachusetts hospitals. Within this total, the distribution of per-
sonnel by type or category s of little influence upon the unit cost 
of nursing service. Available bed days and percentage of occupancy also 
could not account for a significant amount of the variation in cost. 
(b) In the twenty~one hospitals which operated schools of nursing, 
the most .significant single factor in explaining the unit cost of nursing 
se~ce mong hospitals was the ratio of nursing student to staff nurses. 
The more nursing student in relation to the number of staff nurses, the 
lower the unit cost of nursing service. 
(e) In the twenty-one hospitals which operated schools of nursing, 
smaller ho8pital.s appeared to keep their unit cost down by substituting 
nursing students for staff nurses in rmr•1ng service. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made as result of the studys 
(l) That further multiple regression analyses b done on the forty-
hospitals which include additional data measuring other independent 
- 60 .. 
variables pot ntia.lly influencing nursing service cost. 
(2) That the technique of multiple regression analysie be applied 
in other fields of nursing to identify factors influencing nursing serv-
ice cost. 
(.3) That the orge.ni.zations and agencies collecting data on nursing 
personnel mu tua.ll;y eva.lua. te more fully~ 
a. The reliability of unaudited data collected on a voluntary 
basis from hospitals 
b. The duplication of effort which occurs in collecting similar, 
yet not id ntical, statistical items. 
This evaluation should consider: 
a . The possibUity of establishing a system of data collection 
detailed enough to h ndle the differences among hospitals 
in personnel classification. In the era of the electronic 
computer, modern data processing can quickly, accurately, 
and efficiently amalgamate these data into larger groups, 
if desired, without losing valuable detail. 
b. The possibility of naming or creating one agency which 
would collect these data. 
( 4) That further research is needed to isolate the :f'unctions of 
nursing students 1n nursing service. Because of measurement difficul-
ties, most research on nurse staffing and mt,rse utilization exclude 
nursing students from their analyses. If student influence on cost is 
as significant as this study's findings seem to indicate, it seel'4S impor .. 
tant that their influence on m.1rse staffing be isolated. 
.. 61-
{5) That data be collected in some systematic manner on at least 
a state-wide basis on the mu11ber of hours nurs ng students spend 1n 
patient care activities, since manhour data are a more precise measure 
of personn 1 ini»U t than are data. on nu bar of people . 
(6) That .further investigation be made into t he reasons hospitals 
are not recovering their costs of nursing education. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
THE STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
In a simple linear regression problem, there is a dependent varia-
ble (Y) and independent or causal variable ( X). The values of X are 
assumed to be selected 1n advance and held fixed; the corresponding val .. 
ues of Y are observed. The relationship between the two may be expressed 
1n the equation: 
I= a + bX 
This formula is the algeb:r ic equation for a straight line where 
! represent d the intercept and ~ the slope of the line. These concepts 
are demonstrated in the simple diagrams 
.J 
o .__ _ ___.. __ ___.~...-____ X 
The intercept, !• represents the height at which the line crosses the 
Y axis when the independent variable, X, is zero. The slope, _E, measures 
· the steepness of the line, i.e. • the amount of increase 1n Y when X is 
increased by one unit. The term .E is also called the regression coefti-
cient. For any tv:t c;t.Pt8d. values for ! and ,2. only one possible line 
can be constructed. 
This formla is used to "fit a straight line" to a group of paired 
observations . Y and X, or to find one line which best oxpresses the rela-
tionships among aU the pairs ·Of observations. The statistical procedure 
- 66-
used to accomplish this i calleci the method of 1 st squares .. 
n'l'he 1 l eaat sqtare$1 method as es that the best fitting line is 
t he one tor whi ch the sum of the squares of the vertical distance of 
the points (Npresen.ting the pair observa.tions) from the line is a 
millilllum. nl The method of least squares employs fornn.tlas whereby the 
values of a and b can be detemined algebraically from the observed 
- -
values of the paired observations. The values obtained can then be used 
to construct the regression line. 
The line of regression of Yon X affords a methq of making esti-
mates or predictions of Y for any given X. For ex.ampl~, G.Ssume a simple 
regression formula reads: 
y =a + bX 
y =10 + .5X 
If the value o£ X is kno'Wn to be 2.5 in a single observation, the exp cted 
corresponding value of Y would be 13.5. 
In r Uty, the values of actual observations seldom agree exactly 
with the values estimated from the regression equation. In other words, 
every observation does not fall exactly on the regression line. The 
d1f£erenc between the actual value and t he predicted value is called 
the residual , or unexplained variation. It results from :failure to in-
elud.e other variables which also affect the dependent variable, and from 
random elements. 
If one has a set of paired observations , Y and. X, plotted and finds 
that they show a trend, it ma:y be said that they are correlated. This 
1EJ.mer B. Mode, Elements of Statistics, ()rd. Ed ,; Englewood Clitfs, 
New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc •• 1961). 22). 
!I 
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means that although there may not be a strictly ftinctional relationship 
between them, some sort or prediction or the value or I, given a know-
ledge of the value ot 2 • can be made. 
When increasing Y is associated with increasing X, the two varia-
bles are positively a.::.rr~&lated. When an increase in I results in a 
decrease in x. the two variables are negatively correlated. Crude scat-
tering o£ the points about the regression line is indicative or low cor-
relation, whUe a. set o£ points clu.sterj.ng close to the regression line 
is highly correlated. The statistic Which Ill$a.SUres the degree or asso ... 
ciation existing between I and X is call·ed the coefficient or correlation, 
and 1s denoted by th" s,mbo~ .!:• The corralation coefficient, !• cannot 
exceed +l or be · less than - l ih value. An ! value or either +1 or -1 
represents a. perfect reJ.a:tionship between tha two variables; an! value 
of 0 indicates there is no 'relationship ensting between y and x. 3 The 
square of the coefficient of correlation, r.2, indicates the amount of 
variation in the dependent vartable, Y, which is explained by the inde-
pendent variable, X. 
An illustration of the concepts discussed above ma.y be found 1n 
the Hospital Cost Study's data. Statistical computation on the rela-
tionship between nursing service expense (Y} and. available b~ days (X) 
tor seventy-two Massachusetts eommunitf hospitals in 19.59 reS\l.lted. in 
the following regression equation:4 
~.J. Moroney, Fa.ets troll$ Figures, (Jrd Ed.; London: Penguin Books, 
Ltd., 19.56). 286. . 
Jibid. t 2/3? ~8. 
-
4frogress Report P.H. S. Research Grant aM 00190 ••• Figure C-1714. 
y = $12,7?0 + $.5.508 X 
1' = ·9.5 
From this fol'211Ul.a. one can conclude that for ach additional available 
bed day ( X)the cost to nursing se.rvice (Y) is $.5 • .51· In other words, if 
a hospital e~nded its facilities by one bed, the predicted increase 
1n nur.sing service cost (Y) for a year would be $.5 • .51 X(36.5), or 
'2011.1.5. 
The high coefficient of correlation, .9.5, indicates a strong rel.a ... 
tionship exists between Y and X. Thus, the prediction made on the basis 
of the regression formula should be high.ly accurate. The square of the 
coefficient of correlation states that 90 per cent of the variation in 
I can be expla1nE9d by X. 
The basic concepts of simple linear regression may be expsnded to 
understand mult.iple regression analysis. When more than one independent 
variable is used in the analysis. the result is the net effect upon the 
dependent varl ble for each o.f the variables included • .5 The following 
linear equation may be used to express this relationships 
Y = a + bn.2 X1 + byz.l ~ 
The dependent variable is again represented by Y, The symbOls X1 and 
X2 are the independ .nt variables which are believed to have an influ .. 
ence on Y, and bn.z and byz.l ar the partial regression coefficients. 
The subscript bn.z raters to the net rela.tionship of 1 on Y while 
allowing for th effect of X2 by holding it constant. Similarly, by2.1 
is the net relationship, or regression of x2 on Y 'WhUe allowing for 1• 
In other words, bn.2 1s the average change in Y for each unit change in 
SFeldstein, 6. 
... ?0 .. 
X1 while simultaneously ellminating from l any change in x2• 
6 As in 
simple regPession• .!• the constant te:nn, represents the intercept of 
th regression line on the Y axis. 
The variation from the regression 11ne was discuss$d in connection 
With simple regl"ession. In multiple regression. each e.dd,itional explan-
atory variable which is included in the formu.la attempts to reduce some 
of the residual variation. The sta.tistical term which designates the 
degree to which this residual variation has been explained is called the 
partial correlation co .fticient. This measures the part of the pr-evious-
ly unexplained variation which has now been accounted for by the intro-
duction of an additional independent varia'ble. In addition. a. multiple 
correlation coefficient must be deriv to measure the degree to which 
all the independent variables (taken together) included in the final 
~ltiple regression formula explain the variation in the dependent 
variable. 
Thus, lillltiple regression analysis is able to determine not only 
the individual effect each independent variabl bas on the dependent 
variable, oot the total effect ot all the independent variables consid-
ered together. 
The follG~ hypothetical formula illustrate these concepts.? 
First, two simple regression fo1'illtllas are given. The first computes the 
effect on the deper¥ient va.ri.a.ble, Y, or the independent variable, ;q; 
6Ibid. 
7Formula.s taken from Frederick E .. Cro:h-t.Qn and IAldley J. Cowden, 
Applied General Statistics, (2nd Ea.; New York : Prentice Hall, Ine., 
195.5}, 540-SZis. 
r 
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the second the .effect of another independent variabl~. Xz . The simple 
correlation coefficients are given for each regression fol'mllla. 
Y = a+\>nXl 
1 = .. 6.J + .sa XJ. 
l'n = ·59 
Y= a+byzXz 
Y = -40.8 + 1.03 x2 
r-y2 = .29 
The S\lbScr1pt rn indicates the coeffio1ent refers to the correl.atio.n 
between variables Y and x1 • S1mila.rly, ry2 refers to the correlation 
between va.tiables Y a.n.d X2• 
When these same variables are inserted into a. maltiple regression 
formula, the following values are secured. 
Y = a + bn .. z xl + ~.1 Xz 
I = -108.,5 + .76 ~ + 1.94 1Cz 
ru.z = ·77 
l'y2.l = .65 
RY.l2 = ·19 
Here rn,z is a partial co:rrelation coetfioient, and refers to the cor .. 
relation between variables Y and X]_ while holding Xz constant. Similarly, 
ry2•1 refers to the correlation between Y and x2 while holding X1 con-
stant. Ry •12 is the multiple correlation eoeffic1ent. and indicates 
the total correlation between the dependent variable Y and the tw inde-
pendent variables included in the regression formula. 
The reader will note that sinlple correlation coefficients rn. 
and ry2 are lower than the partial correlation coefficients rn. 2 and 
rr2.1• 'fhus, by holding the third ve.r1able constant in the multiple 
regression equ.ation, it has been possible to explain a greater amo11nt 
o.t the residual variation. Further, Rr.lZ' the multiple correlation 
-= ---- ---=--'" ~ 
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ooef'.fieient, is larger than arq of the above, thus tndieating that the 
oom.bined. effect ot the two variables is larger than aD¥ one of the varia-
bles considered separa. te~. 
Several statistical techniques can be employed to aid the researcher 
in selecting the independent variables to be included in the regression 
equation in order to secure the best explanation possible with the availa-
ble da.ta.. One technique, that or simple correlation, or testing for the 
degree o£ association between two variables. has a.lrea.d;r been discussed. 
If' two variables, x1 and x2, are highly correlated, this indicates they 
move in a related manner,. Th inclusion of both 1 and Xz as indepen-
dent variables in a multiple regression f'olnmlla would result .in a. high 
degree of explanation of the dependent variable, but would be of quea.. 
tionable reliability because including x1 takes into account the fact 
that xl itself is related to lz· This phenomenon is called mu.lticol-
linearity. Th inclusion of two highly correlated independent variables 
1n the same multiple regression equation is not statistioa.lly valid. To 
g11a1'd against mlticollinearity, the first step i a multiple regression 
analysis is the computation o:t the coefficient of correlation for every 
possible pair of ·independent varia.tl.es.. 11'h.e resultant table is oa.lled 
a. correle. tion matrix. 
The '1T" test to determine the significance of a. variable is anoth-
er tool which may be employed. The urn value is obtained by dividing 
the regression coefficient by its standard error. For a variable to 
be significant at the 9.5 per cent level, the "Ttt value must be two or 
greater. In other words, the regression coefficient should be twice 
its standard error. 
APPEND B 
METHODOLOGY FOLLO ·JED IN DETERMINI G NUMBE.tt OF 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR NURSING STUDENTS 
The data on nursing students in State AJmrovecl Schools of Pro:fes ... 
sional NU~stng were listed in four categories: 
(l) Enrollm nt October 15, 19.59 
(2) Adndss1ons September 1. 1959 ... August Jl, 19.59 
(3) Gradu t1ons September 1, 1958 - August Jl, 19.59 
(4) Fall Admissions September 1, 1959 ~ December )l, 1959 
For the 1958-.59 school year the members of each class were ealcu-
la.ted as followsr 
Freshmen = Adnl1.ssions {2) 
Juniors = Enrollment (l) .. [Fall Admissions (4) +Admissions (2)) 
Seniors = Graduations (J) 
Total enrollment = [Enrollment (l) - Fall Admissions (4)] + 
Graduations (J) 
Thus, the total number of students giving direot patient care 
(jun1ors and seniors) !s equal to: 
[Enrollment (1) - (Fall Admissions {4) + Admissions (2) ) ] + 
Graduations (J) 
- ?J .. 
AIP.mNDIX c 
THE CODING SIS'l'EM 
The code d.welopec:l bf t.b• Hoepital Cost Study to r4JCOrci on IBM 
ea.rds the limltitude ot data &Ya1l.abl.e was, in esaence. a maohin• lan-
guage which J'eciu.oed to nuMri.o lf1Jlbols aU vorda ue~ to describe the 
statistical it• in the orip.nal data.' The code atl.'loloture td.rro):a the 
ho•pital as an economic •:r•t• (as desonbed 1n t.l'l.e theoretical t;rame ... 
won). 
IDENTIFICATION CODES STATISTICAL ITEMS 
HOSP DATE ~ ITEM C 
AND MONTH 2 A FIELD A FIELD 8 FIELD C FIELD 0 FIELD E FIELD F 
AREA ANAoR oAv ~ r n m rz y ~ 
D D D DUD D D 6 0 D 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OlD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D1D D D 0 D 0 0 0 0 010 0 D D D D 0 D D DID D D D 0 D 0 0 D DID D D D D D 0 D D DID 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1s 11 18 1 20 2122 23 24 25 26 27 28129 Jo 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38:39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 411149 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58j59 60 6162 63 64 s5 66 67 68f69 10 11 12 73 74 75 76 11 78179 80 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11
1
1 I I I I I 1 I I 111 I I I I I I 1 1 111 1 I I I I I I I Ill I 1 1 1 I I 1 I Iii I I I 1 I 1 I I 11
1
1 I 
I 1 I I 
•· 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2:2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2:2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.:.2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 212 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2:.2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2l2 2 
3 3 3 a 3 3 a 3 a 3 3 3 3 3 3 a 3 a 3 3 3 n 3 3 3 3 3:3 a 3 a 3 3 3 3 3 313 3 3 3 3 3 a 3 3 a:a a 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 313 3 3 a 3 3 3 3 3 3rs 3 3 sa 3 3 3 3 3;3 3 
4 44 ~ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 414 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4:4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4:44 4 44 4 4 4 4 4[4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4144 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4:4 4 
55 55 55 55 5 ~55 s 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 5!5 55 55 55 55 5:5 55 55 55 55 515 s1a 55 55 55 515 55 55 55 55 515 55 55 55 55 515 5 
I I I I I 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 616 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6:6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 616 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 616 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 616 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 616 6 
I I I I 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 77177 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7:7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 717 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7:7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 717 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 717 7 
I 1 I I 1 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 818 8 8 a a a a a a a18 a a a a a a a a a1a a 8 a 8 8 a a a ala a a a a 8 8 8 8 818 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 818 a 
I I I I I 1 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9~ 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 919 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 919 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 919 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 919 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 919 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 919 9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 18 1 20 1 22 23 24 25 26 27 28129 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38139 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 411149 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58159 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68169 10 71 12 73 74 75 76 11 78179 so 
IBMCI5927 
The tirat six colun• ot the IBM c.:rd d•U.neated the hospital and. 
the date. Colwms 9 and 10 were punched •coording to the 10uroe of the 
1t.At1st1oal 1ntormatiorh The Iteat Code, divid.-d into six parts. wa.s 
oont&ined in col.wlnl ll-20 and oolUIU'll ?-8. 1'heee six parts described 
, 
.. 74 .. 
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in economic tel'Uls the statistical item contained in th data fields 
which comprised the rest of the card. 
Part I of the Item Code (column ll) identified the flow involved, 
input or output. expense or revenue. Part II (columns 12 - 1.3) identi-
fied the major d partmental unit of the hospital which was involved, which 
in this study was always the nursing service department. Part IV (col,.. 
umns 16-17) referred to the resources, and was used to delineate the spe-
cific type of personnel involved, such as supervisor or staff' nurse. 
Part V (columns 18-19) identified the type of patient, and in this study 
was always coded total inpatients. Part VI (columns 7-8) defined the 
units in which the statistical item was measured, such as manhou:rs per 
week, dollars, or number of people. Part III (columns 14-15) was re-
served for detaUed 1nf'ormation. 
Thus , the numbers which were punched out in the first twenty col-
umns of the IBM card ·Were consistently associated with specific words. 
These words together described the statistical item or number 'idlioh was 
punched 1n the da.ta fields following. 
APPEND! D 
KEY TO TABLES 
SIMOOL OR ABBREVIATION MEANING 
Unit Cost D1:rect departmental expense of wrsing service 
per available bed day. 
Total Cost Direct departmental expense of nursing service. 
ABD or Avail . bed days Available bed days for total inpatient census 
% Occupancy Percentage of occupancy for tota.l inpatient 
Ass•t 
Sup. 
H.N. 
Staff 
L.P.N. 
A & 0 or Aides & Ord. 
Total - stud. 
ud. 
Total + stud. 
Simple Regression 
Multiple Regression 
census. 
Assistant 
Supervisers 
Head rses 
Registered professional nurses giving direct 
patient care. 
Licensed practical nurses 
Aides and orderlies 
No:n...professional personnel {includes licensed 
practical rmrses, aides and orderlies, and 
ward clel'ks. 
Total nursing service personnel excluding 
students. 
Nursing students 
Total nursing service personnel including 
students. 
Y =A+ bX 
... ?6 -
SYl!BOL OR ABBREVIATION 
Unordered multiple 
regression 
Ordered multipl.e 
regression 
I 
y 
i 
'i 
S.D. 
2 
r y,x 
b 
T 
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KEI TO TABLES ... Conti ed 
MJ.l tipl regression ·analysis in which the inde-
pendent variables are allowed to 11run free. " 
and the order in Which they are included in 
the analysis is determined by the partial 
oorrel tions. 
fultipl regression analysis in Which the order 
in which the independent variables are in.. 
eluded in the analysis is specified in 
advance. 
Indicate ratio 
Dependent variable 
Independent variable(s) 
Ar1 tbmetic mean of dependent variable 
Arithmetic mean ot independent variable 
Standard deviation 
Simple corl'elation in simple regression analysis, 
partial correlation in multiple regression anal-
ysis, representing the relationship between the 
dependent and the independent variables. 
The square of the simple coefficient of corre-
lation, denoting the amount of variation in 
the dependent variable which is explained by 
the independent variable. 
Regression coefficient 
Standard error of regression coef'ficient 
b A test of significance. 
S.E.b 
To be significant at the 95~ level of sig-
nificance the T value should be greater 
than two. 
The square of the multipl coefficient of cor-
relation, representing the amount of varia-
tion in t he dependent variable which has been 
explained by the independent variables in the 
multiple regressio_n equation. 
SYMBOL OR ABBREVIATION 
(21) 
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KEY TO 'l'J\BLES -- Continued 
MEANING 
The maltiple coefficient of correlation squared 
and corrected for the number of observations. 
Standard error of the estimate of the relation-
ship betw en the independent and the depen-
dent variables . 
Th~ constant term in the regress1on equation. 
Indicates 21 observations for that variable. 
Results applicable only to those hospitals 
operating schools of nursing. 
-- 'j::-
